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Abstract 

Spatial legibility is related to the obtainment of spatial information (2D and 3D) that is in the 

urban area according to the characteristics of the observer who perceives this space. The aim of 

this research is to examine the spatial legibility of the campus of Selçuk University which is 

located in Konya province according to the characteristics of the area and the observer. The 

spatial characteristics of the application area were determined with the analyzes that were 

conducted with the help of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and the characteristics of 

the observer were determined with analyzes that reveal the understanding of the observer to the 

area (Lynch analysis, questionnaire application and statistical evaluations). When the 

conducted spatial analyzes and statistical evaluations are examined, it was determined that the 

spatial legibility of the campus has a statistically significant relationship with the characteristics 

of the area and the observer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An urban environment is a formation which consists of physical, cultural and historical layers,  

includes many urban activities and is perceived by the people living in the city [1, 2]. Perceiving 

the urban environment and the changes by the citizens takes place with the need for 

"understanding and discovering" [3]. Four informative variables are defined for understanding 
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and discovering the urban environment; mystery, complexity, legibility and coherence [4]. 

Among these variables, legibility is one of the principles of urban design and it increases the 

perception of the urban environment [5, 6]. 

There are various definitions of legibility. Overall, legibility reflects the possibility of 

coherence and organization of the objects that are designed in the urban environment in order 

for easy comprehension and recognition of an area, forming cognitive maps and easing the 

accessibility and direction finding [6-7]. The legibility of the urban area is related to the 

depiction of the city in the minds of people who are living in the city. The physical elements 

which are effective for the depiction of the city for the people living in the area were first  

defined by Lynch in 1960 [8]. Subsequently, Appleyard in 1969, Weisman in 1981 and Gärling, 

et al. in 1986 asserted theories on the determination of environmental elements that affect the 

spatial legibility [9-11]. Lastly, Köseoğlu defined two variables for the measurement of spatial 

dependencies of legibility in 2011. These are the information of spatial plan in the second 

dimension and the information of the area in the third dimension [12]. These variables are 

regarded to be more measurable than the concepts that are used in the literature for the definition 

of the legible environment such as simple, coherent, organizable, etc. [13]. However, the 

legibility of an area is shaped not only with these spatial variables but also with the effect of 

these variables on the emotions of the observer [14]. For this reason, spatial legibility is related 

to the process of obtaining information on spatial variables (2 dimensional and 3-dimensional 

spatial information) and the interpretation of the observer in the mind. In other words, the 

characteristics of the area and observer affect the process of obtaining information on the spatial 

variables in the provision of spatial legibility [12]. 

There are several studies that examine the characteristics of the area and observer in the process 

of obtaining spatial information. In these studies, spatial characteristics were examined in terms 

of circulation spaces in hospitals [15], metropolitan cities and University campus spaces 

[16, 17]. and the characteristics of the observer were examined in terms of sight-disabled 

individuals [6], spatial perception change of young people [18] and people who experience the 

urban area for the first time (visitors) [14], Furthermore, the actions and experiences of 

individuals and associating the pieces of the city are important in the process of obtaining 

information on the spatial variables [15]. In this sense, there are several studies on obtaining 

spatial information in the 2nd and 3rd dimension and creating direction finding strategies [13,19]. 

The aim of this research is to examine the spatial legibility level of Selçuk University’s (SU)  

campus area which is located in Konya province of Turkey. In the studies in the literature, the 
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characteristics of the space and the observer were taken into consideration in the measurement 

of spatial legibility. In this research, different from the studies in the literature, the spatial 

legibility of the campus was examined on the plans that reflect the 2nd and 3rd dimension of 

the campus along with the characteristics of the space and the observer. Spatial characteristics 

were reviewed with the macroform analysis of the campus, spatial-functional analysis and slope 

and visibility analyzes that were produced with the help of GIS as 2 and 3 dimensional. The 

characteristics of the observer were determined with the help of Lynch analysis which was 

conducted on the measurement of spatial perception of students who have and don't have spatial 

experience and with statistical evaluations on the results of the analysis. Finally, according to 

the obtained findings, it was examined whether or not the spatial legibility level of the campus 

space has a statistically significant relationship with the characteristics of the space and the 

observer. 

With this research, it was aimed to contribute to the literature by revealing the necessity of 

comprehensively analyzing the characteristics of the observer and space in order to create 

legible urban areas which are successful, integrative and accessible in terms of the design of 

urban space. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Perceiving a city with its open space structure and physical shape indicate that the city is simple 

and legible [20]. It is required for a city to be legible in terms of 

 creating a memory map for the visitors to the city [20], 

 carrying out the navigation easily by perceiving the environmental characteristics [21] and 

 perceiving the third dimension of the space. 

In the determination of changing legibility level, 2nd dimension (geometry) and 3rd dimension 

(landmarks) information are required [13, 22]. The information of the space in the 2nd 

dimension is the geometry and its complexity. Geometry defines the second dimension of a 

space which facilitates and provides the navigation by revealing the spatial plan and the 

relationship of space with other spaces [12, 23, 24]. 

The information of the space in the 3rd dimension is the landmarks that are remarkable or affect 

the spatial legibility with its identifiability [13, 25, 26]. It is quite important for landmarks to 

be visible for successful navigation and perceiving the third dimension of the space [19]. The 

visibility information of the landmarks is used for traveling, comprehending or sharing the 
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navigation instructions, translating the maps and organizing travel plans without any 

experiences in the environment [27]. 

In order to acquire this spatial information (2nd and 3rd dimension) from the environment easily 

and quickly, it should be simple, coherent, compatible with the environment, open and 

accommodable [8, 12, 13, 28]. Spatial information that is obtained easily and quickly in the 

space increases the legibility of the space. 

The way of obtaining the spatial information from the urban environment and the process of 

perceiving effect the characteristics of the space and the observer (physical and 

sociopsychological characteristics) [12, 29]. In this context, the legibility of space is carried out 

by using the spatial information that was obtained according to the characteristics of the space 

and the observer from the environment (2-dimensional and 3-dimensional information) in a fit 

for purpose way by processing in the mind. The process that was stated in the Figure 1 also 

constitutes the fundamental structure of the research. 

 
Figure 1. The Methodology of the study 

 

The process of obtaining the 2nd and 3rd dimension information of the area in order to determine 

the spatial legibility level of Selçuk University which is located in the Konya province of 

Turkey that was chosen as application area was examined according to the characteristics of 

the space and the observer. The first stage of the research is related to the characteristics of the 

space and the second stage was related to the process of obtaining the spatial information (in 

2nd and 3rd dimension) according to the characteristics of the observer. 

The characteristics of the space are defined as the natural and artificial environment, historic 

dimension and cultural dimension. The characteristics of the observer are defined as the 

physical and socio-psychological characteristics of the individual [14]. 
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In the first stage, the legibility of S.U. campus space which was determined as application area 

was examined in terms of spatial characteristics. Accordingly, the maps which reveal the spatial 

information of the campus that was determined as  

 application area was produced with the help of GIS in 2nd dimension (macroform 

development of the campus and function analysis) and  

 in the 3rd dimension (slope analysis and visibility analysis). Spatial legibility of the campus 

was examined on these maps which reflect the characteristics of the area.  

 In the second stage, the legibility level of SU campus area was examined in terms of the 

characteristics of the observer with the help of Lynch analysis. Kevin Lynch determined 

five legibility elements in 1960 which define the characteristics of the space depending on 

the understanding of the individuals and their perception of the area. These are; paths, 

edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks [18, 26, 30-32]. 

 The sample group which had spatial experience was chosen from the students of 

Engineering Faculty in Geomatic Engineering at (SU) and the sample group which didn’t 

have spatial experience was chosen from the students of Geomatic Engineering at 

Necmettin Erbakan University (NEU). The number of students who had spatial experience 

is 30 and the number of students who didn’t have spatial experience was 35. In the content 

of the questionnaire, it was required from students to score the Lynch elements on five-

point Likert scale (least:1, low:2, medium:3, high:4 and most:5). (Figure2). 

 
Figure 2. The Lynch elements of Campus 
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According to the average scores which were obtained from the scoring, each Lynch element 

was mapped separately in terms of students who have spatial experience (SU) and don’t have 

(NEU) with the help of ArcGIS 10.6 software. It was statistically analyzed whether or not there 

were significant differences between the students who have spatial experience (SU) and don't 

have (NEU) related to each Lynch element. T-test was used as a statistical analysis method 

since there were two sample groups. The t-test is used in order to examine whether or not there 

is a statistically significant relationship between the two sample groups in terms of averages. In 

scientific studies, T-test is preferred in cases when the number of sample group is few, the 

standard deviation of the main population is unknown and the parameters of the main 

population is not used in hypothesis test. According to the independent sample t-test results 

which were conducted for each Lynch element, the statistical results that were obtained on the 

questionnaire answers of students who have and don’t have spatial experience were given in 

tables and it was interpreted whether or not there were any significant differences. 

As a result of the research, spatial legibility of the campus was examined based on the 

characteristics of the space and the observer. It was determined that there was a significant 

relationship between the spatial legibility of the campus and the characteristics of the observer 

and space.  

3. EXAMINING THE SPATIAL LEGIBILITY OF SELÇUK UNIVERSITY’S (S.U.) 

CAMPUS 

3.1 Examining the Application Area according to the Spatial Characteristics 

In the determination of application area according to the spatial characteristics, maps were 

produced on the macroform analysis, present condition analysis (natural and artificial 

environment), and slope and visibility analysis by benefiting from GIS.  

S. U. Campus Area Macroform Analysis 

S. U. Campus area was established in 1975 in Konya province which has the largest acreage in 

Turkey (Figure 3). According to the statistics of 2016-2017, there were a total of 73045 students 

as 58488 students in undergraduate and associate degree program and 14557 postgraduate 

students in S.U. campus which is located in Konya province of Turkey. Furthermore, it has the 

third largest campus area in Turkey. 

The campus area is located in the northern entrance of the city, adjacent to the Afyon highway 

on an integrative terrain (Figure 3). The location of the campus is an important urban image at 
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the entrance of the city. This situation provides spatial legibility which would leave a mark in 

the mind of first-time visitors. 

 
Figure 3. General view of the study area 

 

 

 
Figure 4. The land use plan of Campus  
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S. U. Campus Land Use Analysis (natural and artificial environment) 

Land use analysis defines the geometry of the space in the 2nd dimension and its complexity. 

Land use analysis is required for obtaining the spatial information of the campus in 2nd 

dimension which reflects the focus points in the space, functional clustering and interspatial 

transitions and connections. The Land Use Analysis (natural and artificial environment) of S.U. 

Campus Area was presented in the Figure 4. 

 

There are functional uses in the campus area which would correspond to the needs of the livings 

in terms of planning and design. The campus is located on the highway that leads to the city 

center of Konya. This situation provides students from other cities to perceive the location of 

the campus area in the city in an integrated way. When the functional distribution in the campus 

area is examined, educational areas, green areas, social areas, accommodation areas and 

administration areas are clustered in certain regions. This clustering prevents spatial 

complexity. Recreational focus points were created by integrating the social areas and green 

areas. Accommodation areas provided focus points which would be near the borders of campus 

area and to the highways. Health areas are located on the main road and trolley line in the 

campus area and integrated with social facilities. The location of the health areas increases the 

accessibility to the health service by the people who live and don't live on the campus. Trolley 

line which forms a ring in the campus by starting from the city center increases to establish 

connections between different functions in the campus since it provides public transportation 

in the campus. This situation increases the spatial legibility while navigating and the 

accessibility in the campus.  

S. U. Campus Area Visibility Analysis 

The information of the space in the 3rd dimension is the landmarks and other architectural 

structures which affect the spatial legibility with its identifiability and are remarkable in the 3rd 

dimension. In this research, visibility analysis was used for obtaining the information of the 

space in the 3rd dimension. Visibility analysis provides the analysis of visible and subvisible 

areas in the study area from one or more pre-determined observation points [33, 34]. In this 

analysis, it is required from observation points to be higher than its surroundings in terms of 

observing and perceiving more spaces. Furthermore, visibility analysis results differ according 

to the morphological condition of the area, in other words, ruggedness, plainness, etc. Overall, 

the observed areas are less in sloping and rugged terrains. 
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The areas which affect the spatial perception were determined with the visibility analysis that 

was carried out in the campus in the 3rd dimension. For this, 3 frequently used trolley stops were 

determined as observation points. From these observation points, visibility analysis was carried 

out in GIS environment for education and service structures on the campus (Figure 5). 

The determined observation points are respectively; V1: Central Trolley Stop, V2: Shopping 

Center, V3: In front of the Faculty of Engineering. The visible areas were shown with green 

color and subvisible areas were shown with red color in the analysis which was created from 

these 3 different observation points. For a person who enters the campus for the first time from 

the V1 observation point, the first perceivable landmarks are the Faculty of Medicine and 

graduate schools and then the rectorate building. For the person who observes the campus from 

the V2 observation point, Faculty of Medicine, Rectorate and graduate schools can be observed. 

From the V3 observation point, the results are the same. According to the visibility analysis 

results from these observation points, it can be stated that the high-rise architectural structures 

which can be easily seen from the surroundings of the campus are perceived more spatially.  

 
Figure 5. Visibility analysis of campus determined from the specific points 

 

When the analysis and maps on the spatial characteristics of the campus are examined, it can 

be stated that the spatial information of the campus in 2nd and 3rd dimension can be easily 

obtained and can be used fit for purpose. For this reason, the campus is spatially legible. 

Examining the Application Area according to the Characteristics of the Observer  

The legibility level of S.U. campus area was examined in terms of the characteristics of the 

observer. The perceptibility and image of space differs according to the physical and socio-
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psychological characteristics of an observer [35, 36]. physical characteristics of individuals are 

defined as their height, weight, features of their eyes, their age, gender and characteristics of 

their sense and their socio-psychological characteristics are defined as their expectations, 

learning processes, lifestyle, income, cultural and ethnic background, social class, spatial 

experiences, memory and needs [14, 18, 29]. 

 
Figure 6. The results of Lynch analysis and T test analysis on landmarks 
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The visual and spatial experience of individuals can change the spatial reference framework 

[37]. This changes the level of spatial legibility level. In this research, the spatial experience 

among the socio-psychological characteristics of an individual was accepted as the variable. 

The legibility level of the campus (in 2nd and 3rd dimension) was examined according to the 

meaning that groups give to space as the group that has spatial experience (SU) and the group 

that doesn’t have spatial experience (NEU). 

It was required from students who have spatial experience in the campus area (SU) and don't 

have (NEU) to score the Lynch compounds that they perceive while navigating in five-point 

Likert scale (least:1, low:2, medium:3, high:4 and most:5). According to the average scores that 

were obtained from the scoring, the Lynch compounds were visualized on a map with GIS in 

terms of the students who have spatial experience (SU) and don’t have (NEU). Furthermore, 

whether or not there is a statistically significant difference between the answers that were given 

by these two groups on the Lynch analysis compound was analyzed with independent sample 

T-test.  

When the T-test results were examined, it was observed that there was a significant difference 

between the averages of two groups on each Lynch compound. In the results of the analysis, P 

(Sig (2 tailed) result (p=0.000) also expresses that there is a statistically significant difference 

between the averages of the groups. P value (sig.) in 95% confidence interval defines a 

statistically significant difference in cases where it is lower than 0.05 and defines that there is 

not a statistically significant difference in cases where it is higher than 0.05. 

In the results of the analysis, the interpretation of Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances part 

was conducted according to the Equal variances not assumed. Since there were differences 

between these group distributions, unequal variance assumption was used. However, in the 

analysis that is performed according to the different variables between these two groups, the 

important value is p (sig (2 tailed)). In this application, since the p-value is (p=0.000) zero 

whichever variance dispersion we use, there wouldn't be any difference in the analysis 

interpretations. 

Below,  

 maps that were produced with GIS and  

 independent sample T-test analysis results  

were interpreted according to the questionnaire results which were conducted on each Lynch 

compound that both groups perceived while navigating in the campus area by giving them in 

tables.  
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When the map and analysis results on landmarks were examined, in all of the landmarks except 

for shopping center, library, sports facilities and the flag pole, a statistically significant 

difference was determined between the averages of these two groups depending on the different 

variables on p<0.05 significance level and in 95% confidence interval (Figure 6). Accordingly, 

shopping center, library, flag pole and sports facilities are common landmarks that both groups 

perceived while navigating in the space. Since shopping center is shopping-focused, the library 

is aimed at educational activities and sports facility is the space which is used for sports 

activities and annual festivals, they were involved in the spatial perception borders of both 

groups. For other determined landmarks, the landmarks that both groups perceive while 

navigating differ. While cafeteria, dorm cafeteria, ATM and Computer Center come into 

prominence in terms of the benefited landmarks while navigating for SU students who have the 

spatial experience, Faculty of Medicine comes into prominence in terms of the most benefited 

landmark while navigating for NEU students who don't have spatial experience. It was 

determined that SU students perceived the spaces of which they use frequently and provide 

their needs on food, shopping and educational activities as landmarks and NEU students 

perceived the Faculty of Medicine as a landmark since they receive medical service. 

When the map and analysis results were examined according to the districts, in all of the 

districts except for District 9, District 18, District 19 and District 30, a statistically significant 

difference was determined between the averages of these two groups depending on the different 

variables on p<0.05 significance level and in 95% confidence interval (Figure 7). Accordingly, 

both groups which have (SU) and don’t have (NEU) spatial experience perceive these districts 

(District 9, District 18, District 19 and District 30) similarly. Districts of 18, 19 and 30 are the 

reserve area districts that are defined as green areas in the campus. District 9 is the trolley stop 

which represents the entrance to the campus borders. For this reason, both of the student groups 

perceived this district similarly. 

When the averages of both groups were compared in other districts, it was determined that the 

averages of SU students who have spatial experience were higher than NEU student who don’t 

have spatial experience. According to this, SU students perceive more districts while navigating 

than NEU students. It was determined that SU students who have spatial experience benefit the 

most from District 13 which is their faculties, District 12 which is the cafeteria, District 20 

which is the Computer Center. 
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Figure 7. The results of Lynch analysis and T test analysis on districts 
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Figure 8. The results of Lynch analysis and T test analysis on nodes 

 

It was also determined that NEU students who don’t have spatial experience benefit the most 

from District 2 which is the faculty of medicine, District 1 which is the shopping center and 

District 13 which is the Faculty of Engineering. In addition to being higher than other buildings, 

the faculty of medicine is perceived higher by the NEU students since it provides health service. 

Since NEU students are studying in Geomatic engineering and already knew the Faculty of 

Engineering in the SU campus, they could perceive the District 13 better than other districts.  
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When the map and analysis results on the nodes were examined, a statistically significant 

difference was determined between the averages of these two groups depending on the different 

variables on p<0.05 significance level and in 95% confidence interval (Figure 8). Accordingly, 

both of the groups don’t perceive the node points similarly while navigating. The reason for 

this is that SU students perceive almost each node point on an average level while navigating. 

This situation may derive from the fact that SU students use these node points regularly. The 

spatial perception may differ subjectively according to the transportation points of the car, 

pedestrian and trolley. It can be observed that NEU students perceive the campus entrance and 

the stops in the points that reach to the Faculty of Medicine while navigating. 

 
Figure 9. The results of Lynch analysis and T test analysis on edges 
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When the map and analysis results on edges were examined, except for the E 5, a statistically 

significant difference was determined between the averages of these two groups depending on 

the different variables on p<0.05 significance level and in 95% confidence interval (Figure 9). 

Edge 5 is an edge which is surrounded by the most used routes by almost all of the students 

such as cash points, shopping mall and trolley stops. For this reason, Edge 5 is the space which 

is perceived the most by both of the groups that gave spatial experience (SU) and don’t have 

spatial experience (NEU). For other edges, it was observed that SU students perceived almost 

all of the edges while navigating in the campus since they knew the campus area. It was 

determined that apart from the Edge 5, NEU students perceived Edge 1 and Edge 6 where the 

hospital and the cultural center around it and the administration are located more while 

navigating. 

 
Figure 10. The results of Lynch analysis and T test analysis on paths 
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When the map and analysis results on the paths were examined, except for the trolley route, a 

statistically significant difference was determined between the averages of these two groups 

depending on the different variables on p<0.05 significance level and in 95% confidence 

interval (Figure 10). The reason why there wasn’t a significant difference for the trolley line 

may derive from the fact that both of the groups use this line more. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Within the scope of the research, the characteristics of the space and the observer were 

examined which affect the obtaining process of spatial information in 2 and 3 dimensions in 

the measurement of spatial legibility. According to this, it was determined that there is a 

significant relationship between the spatial legibility of the campus with the characteristics 

of the observer and space.  

Regarding this, it was determined in the maps which were created in order to determine the 

effect of the characteristics of the space to the spatial legibility, 

 the campus was planned in a geometry which is located in a non-complex and functional 

clustering that eases the navigation in the 2nd dimension,  

 it was located on an accessible topography which does not prevent visibility in 3rd 

dimension in terms of the slope and 

 the landmark structures are visible from certain stops such as trolley stop and focus points. 

When the analyzes and maps on the characteristics of the spatial characteristics of the campus 

were examined, the spatial information of the campus in 2nd and in 3rd dimension are easily 

accessible and can be used fit for purpose. For this reason, the campus is spatially legible. 

In the created maps, statistical analyzes and the questionnaire application that was conducted 

within the scope of lynch analysis (landmarks, districts, nodes, edges and paths) which was 

carried out in order to determine the effect of the characteristics of the observer (observers 

who experienced the space and didn’t) on the legibility of the space, it was observed that 

 the spatial perception levels of students who have spatial experience (SU) were higher on 

all of the Lynch compounds while navigating and the spatial perception levels of students 

who didn’t have spatial experience (NEU) increase on certain and high-rise structures. 

 It was determined that the spatial legibility of the observer increases statistically with the 

spatial experience.  

 It was determined that structures such as faculty of engineering, library and computer 

centers in which educational activities are carried out, shopping mall district which is used 

commonly instead of canteen and cafeteria, public structures (such as health services), 

stops and routes on which there are public transportation vehicles have higher spatial 
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legibility for the group that experienced the space (SU) and didn’t experience the space 

(NEU).  

When the analyzes and maps on the characteristics of the observer were examined, the group 

which had spatial experience (SU) can use the spatial information of the campus in 2nd and 

3rd dimension fit for purpose by obtaining it more easily than the group which didn’t have 

spatial experience (NEU). For this reason, the legibility of the campus differs in terms of the 

characteristics of the observer. 

In this case, it can be stated that there is a significant relationship between the spatial legibility 

and the characteristics of the space and the observer. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Planning the whole city or a part of it expresses a process such as producing sustainable spatial 

policies, planning, creating alternative scenarios and determining the risks. The human factor 

(expectations, income status, needs, age, education status, gender, etc.) constitute the most 

important effect for successfully completing this process. For this reason, space and spatial 

planning independent from humans should not be considered. Planning that is performed on 

human scale provides the creation of legible spaces by establishing, non-complex, accessible, 

coherent and distinctive spaces.  

For this reason, the spatial legibility of the SU campus which was chosen as the application 

area within the scope of the research was evaluated by examining it in terms of the characters 

of the observers which constitute the human factor in addition to its spatial characteristics. It 

was determined that the spatial characteristics of the campus is perceptible and have open 

planning in the 2nd and 3rd dimension. It was determined that the characteristics of the observer 

differ in groups which have and don’t have spatial experience and the legibility of the campus 

also differ according to these groups. Having a lower perception on spatial legibility by the 

group which doesn't have spatial experience indicate the effect of the observer, in other words, 

the human factor on spatial planning. According to this, the human factor has a significant 

relationship with the planning process.  

This research indicates that spaces in the planning process could be legible by  

 being easily accessible and fit for purpose in terms of the functionality, slope and visibility 

of the spatial information which would be created in 2nd and 3rd dimension and 

 being perceptible for observers (living people and visitors) and in accordance with their 

characteristics. 
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